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To: Susan Lamb 
Trial Chamber Senior Legal Officer  
 

  

Copy: Sophy Kong 
Head of Court Management Services 
 
Defence Teams 
 
Office of the Co-Prosecutors 
 
Civil Party Co-Lawyers 
 

  

Re: Mixed up / missing audio files on the Case File 
    
Dear Ms. Lamb, 
 
On 9 March 2012, we sent you a letter explaining that we had noticed that several audio files 
of OCIJ witness interviews appeared to be missing from the Case File and requesting the 
Trial Chamber to look into this matter.  We have since found one of the audio recordings we 
believed was missing (the audio recording D91/15R, associated with the OCIJ’s interview of 
So Hong D91/15).  The OCIJ had apparently misfiled this recording as an interview with 
witness Ny Kan.  In the Case File audio archive, there are two files with the document 
number D91/21R.  These bear the names “Ny Kan interview (Part 1)” and “Ny Kan interview 
(Part 2).”  In fact, one of these recordings (Part 1) is actually a recording of the interview with 
So Hong, and should be labeled D91/15R.   
 
Additionally, when reviewing these audio files, we have noted that the recording D91/21R 
“Ny Kan interview (Part 2)” is actually a recording of two Ny Kan interviews: D91/21 and 
D91/22.  So, the recording of D91/22 is actually not missing, as we had previously believed.  
It would be clearest and would create the least confusion if this audio file is split and properly 
labeled as D91/21R and D91/22R. 
 
Finally, we have not heard any response from the Trial Chamber concerning the other 
missing audio files: D91/5, D91/8, D91/19 and D91/23.   
 
It would greatly assist the parties if the audio files could be correctly labeled and if the 
missing audio files could be found and added to the Case File. 
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Respectfully requested, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ANG Udom Michael G. KARNAVAS  

 Co-Lawyers for Mr. IENG Sary  
 


